The perfect travelling companion, "A Dog Abroad" is an enchanting read. If you are a dog lover and love travelling you will love this book. I have a golden retriever myself and have several of Bruce Fogle's more serious books but this one was fantastic. This book is more like a journal of a man who travels Europe with his dog. The unexpected part for me was finding out so much about parts of Europe I had never thought of before or had any inclination of visiting. I found out that they build platforms for storks to nest on in some European countries. It is a cross between a travel book (à la Bill Bryson) and a book about dogs (Marley and me). A great read. Read more

When travelling with your pet dog, cat or ferret abroad, what you need to do will depend on what country you¿re going to. There are different rules for travelling with your pet to an EU country or Northern Ireland and for taking your pet to a non-EU country. There's different guidance if you¿re bringing your pet dog, cat or ferret to the UK. Next: Travelling to an EU country or Northern Ireland. Print entire guide. Taking your dog abroad might be easier than you think. Countries that you can go to with your pet as part of the PETS scheme. There are no requirements if you are taking your dog or cat to the Channel Islands or the Isle of Man from mainland UK as long as you don't go outside those countries on your journey. Other countries are listed below. Using the AFerry booking form you can book tickets for your pet online with the following ferry companies.